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 zergRush.cfg the rar file zergRushInstructions.txt the instructions (greek and english) HOW TO USE: Just unzip the archive
and open the zergRush.cfg file (found in the archive) to change your unitary and your resource/block mining rate. My proposal
is that you build a huge amount of ships (to cut the search time and not build until you have the resource they need) and then a
Pirate Fortress. You should have over 4000 units in a single city, enough to kill all the zergs in a game, and enough to protect
your city from them (by building a few cannons to intercept the swarm). Use the unrar function to unzip the archive. You can

modify the settings in the zergRush.cfg and then press F1 to open the help screen. dont forget to rate the software
IMPORTANT: You can play this game on any of the computers on your network and in the same time. You can play on the

same computer as long as there is at least 1 gb of memory. If you play on the same computer but with different usernames than
you have to check that the name you are using is not registered to the network. You can create a different username for that

computer and that user will not appear to others. You can even create more than 1 username on the same computer if you want.
RATE THE SOFTWARE: Please, if you like the software, rate it on Google PlayQ: Apache - 301 redirect for all websites

except one I have a test.com website that I need to have a 301 redirect for all other domains except google.com, that would point
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to test.com. Can this be done with a.htaccess file or a vhost? A: You could use the following: Redirect 301 / Update for future
readers: it seems redirecting a subfolder isn't possible with mod_rewrite: Note that to do this by modifying a redirect, your users

must have appropriate access to the document root for the rewritten URL. However, there is an alternative that can be used if
you are trying to use an alternative URL path: RewriteEngine on Rewrite 82157476af
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